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SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE 

This study report delineates various public address systems applicable to 

the Project M facility and recommends one of these for the project. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

The system will provide one-way, amplified, voice transmission for paging 

and dissemination of general information. It will also serve to back up emer-

gency and safety control. 

Loudspeakers in each building will be sized and located to provide adequate 

sound coverage with a minimum of 25 percent reserve power. Microphone stations 

will be located for efficient utilization of the system. Microphone controls 

will permit interconnection of selected areas according to approved planning 

charts. 

Components and installation workmanship will meet specifications which will 

provide an operable, reliable, minimal maintenance, and convenient system. 

SYSTEMS CONSIDERED 

Five basic systems were considered. System I comprises individual subsystems 

in each building with a single microphone input. System 2 is similar with the 

addition of multiple microphone inputs. System 3 is the same as System 2 except 

that lockout relay networks would permit only one input at a time to each sub

system. System 4 integrates the individual subsystems into an interbuilding net-

work, permitting designated microphones to transmit to selected b~}n~s. System 

5 is the same as System 4 with the addit~JOCkout reIa;)' net~tt,·_ng __ 

only one input to any subsystem at a timV 

1 
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Anxiliar,r features to the above basic~stems were considered. These 

features were (a) use of the system to distribute low-level background music, 

(b) a switching arrangement to permit paging from certain intercom statiOns, 

and (c) injection of special signals to inform personnel of happenings, emer

gencies, operating schedules, etc. 

RECOMMmDATION 

This report recommends System 5, with the auxiliar,r feature of providing 

for future installation of music distribution over the public address system, 

for Project M. The basis of the recommendation is as follows: 

1. This system provides a very high degree of communication 

coverage and usefulness. 

2. The system incorporates wide flexibility for future changes 

and expansion. 

3. The increase in cost over lesser systems is onlY nominal. 

ii 
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The purpose of the stu~ is to develop and recommend a specific public 

address system for the Project M site. This purpose is defined as follows t 

1. Investigate equipments and components available with which 

a public address and paging system can be assembled. 

2. Develop preliminary generalized designs of the system. 

3. Evaluate these designs on the basis of desirable features 

vs. cost. 

4.. Recommend a system for installation at the Project M site. 

~\ 

This report is based on published data from various manuf.Jurers, collected 
l../ 

and analyzed to establish average characteristics of applicable materials. The 

intent of this investigation has been to develop generalized averages and ignore 

specific characteristics at this time. 

Five system designs were developed for consideration. Each design has the 

same scope of voice transmission coverage within buildings, but varies with the 

complexity of system control and interbuilding transmission. The criteria for 

system coverage was concluded from a combination of data in the Project M Source 

Book and information obtained during conferences with Project M personnel. 
, / V . ~~_ 

thie.ilioOibQ o'l.c;r.ppr.pol,.t.~t-.ro.lt e1leD.h*.sb"e4onmpae~apar"on of 

desirable features and cost of those features. Usually the cheapest group of 

systems can be discarded because the characteristics (features) are inadequate 
/~ 
. ~ would not satisf.y project requirements. At the opposite extreme, those 

systems incorporating extensive and elaborate features cannot justify their cost 

and therefore will not be considered. 

With the above purposes delineated, five systems were evaluated and recom-
---.--~ 

mendations made from this s tu~. 
__ ...= .... 1-
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II. AN INVESTIGATION OF APPLICABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 

Rapid vocal communications between personnel is an essential part of aqy 

efficiently operated organization. As the size of this organization increases 

so does the difficulty of maintaining rapid communications. For some large 

organizations the problem is adequately solved with a good telephone system. 

This is particularly true where each person remains at a fixed station. How-

ever, in those organizations wherein personnel do not remain at a fixed station 

some other means must be employed to contact them. AI though paging bells would 

meet this requirement, a public address system is usual~ used because it is 

more effective and because the public address system is a reaqy medium for 

broadcast of important infOrma.t~ A public address system is particularly 

valuable in situations involving dangerous emergencies. It is an extremely 

valuable tool in the hands of the forces charged with combating these emer-

gencies. 

The system must be carefully engineered to facilitate the most economical 

and useful coverage. This report recommends speaker coverage in the important 

buildings except the Central Laboratory, Substations, Utility Buildings, and 

1 the Accelerator Tunnel. It also recommends coverage in the underground por-

tions of the beam switc~ard but defers any consideration of speaker coverage 

~ in this area. The report does not roeo_end speaker coverage in 

any outdoor areas. 

The entire public address system can be assembled from standard manufactured 

shelf items except possibly for speakers located in radiation areas. The only 

other special items requirement would be for the bench assembly of the relay 

1. See Figure 3. 
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switching netwo~and the microphone contl:Dl stations. Recommendations for 

the type of speakers in radiation areas has been deferred until more defin1-

tive information is available on these areas. 

A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS 

Public address systems vary widely from the simple microphone to amplifier 

to speaker system to elaborate automatically controlled and prog~omplex 
systems. Usually the first feature added to the simple system is an arrange

ment fO~ Yoice or music inputs to the ~.tem. These multiple inputs 

can be arranged for simultaneous injection (mixing) or for non-coincident in-

jection (switched). For most industrial applications of multi-input public 

address systems the non-coincident input method is preferred. The PUbli~ 

dress system may also employ selective switching of the output to restrict 

sound coverage to desired areas. This output switching may or may not involve 

use of multiple power anpilliers. A public address system primarily intended 

for voice connuunication can, with a slight additional cost, be utilized for 

broadcast of background music. Background music has been found to increase the 

efficiency of personnel in numerous installations. Whether this feature is 

advisable is be,yond the scope of this report. 

The design of the system has a certain dependence upon its intended job, 

i.e., paging, work-time progrannuing, broadcasting of general information, con

trolling operations, emergency control, entertainment, educatio~etc. To 

accomplish these jobs the system designer has at his disposal such materials 

as a wide range of amplifiers, record players, magnetic tape players, radio 

tuners, microphones, tone generators, automatic programming devices, standard 

central. control panels and consoles, loudspeakers, power supplies, switching 

and fading networ~ and audio signal conditioners such as compressors, load 

__ ~.-.3 ... 
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compensating amplifiers, off-time squelch, 8ftd-averload limiters. A system 

can be assembled with above materials to accomplish all of the jobs intended 

for a particular plant. 

B. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED 

System 1. This system comprises individual subsystems, one to a building, 

each with a single microphone input without interbuilding transmission. The 

microphone with its push-to-talk button feeds directly into the power amplifier. 
/Ji" 

This ;~~ an amplifier which 2ccepts a microphone input. The output of the 

amplifier would then be distributed to the various loudspeakers in the building. 

If no local volume controls are used on individual loudspeakers, there is no 

reason for using a load compensated amplifier. However, since load compensation 

is relatively inexpensive, it is advisable to specify it for all power ampli-

fiers in the system so that local volume controls can be installed later as 
2 

convenient. 

Slstem 2. This is the same as System 1 except that most building subsystems 

have simultaneous multiple microphone inputs. This is virtually the same as 

the system now in use on the Mark III accelerator. If there are not too many 

microphones connected to the power amplifier, .~ owotbteeprta;stbtat',atemqlite 

Rnit&iPB1;~iCal.3 

Slstem 3. This is the same as System 2 except that the multiple microphone 
4 

inputs are non-coincident. This is accomplished by the use of a lockout relay 

network which is composed of the relay coil circuitry and audio switching con

tacts.5 The lockout relay network would be contained in a control relay cabinet. 

All microphones would feed into the rel~ cabinet where onlY one would be 

2. See Figure 1. 
3. See Figure 2. 
4. See Figure 2. 
5. See Figures 4 and 7. 

- 4 -
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selected to feed into the amplifier. In order to reduce both attenuation and 

electric field noise coupling these microphone lines would be designed at 50 

to 200 ohms impedance. 

With multiple microphone inputs to a system the attendant (or operator) 

may have no way of knowing whether the amplifier is busy rr, if not busy I 

whether he actually' transmitted his voice. "Busylt and "on" lights would be 

installed at each microphone system to inform the attendant of this. 

SYBtem 4. This is the same as System 2 except that most microphone stations 

can transmit to the subsystems in other buildings. This would be done over an 

interbuilding cable network. 

Due to the nature of the activities .in the auditorium it is felt that the 

auditorium should not be connected to the interbuilding system. In this system 

it would be necessary to use line amplifiers in each building in addition to 

the power amplifier. The reason is that for the distances concerned between 

buildings the transmission level should be higher than microphone level. The 

usual microphone level is approximatelY -55 dbm, whereas the line amplifiers 

raise this level to approximatelY 0 to 3 dbm. This increase in power level 
" 

\ 

eliminates most of the noise which would otherwt!:/9'e present. The interbuilding 

network would consist of the distribution of the "home linen input to each ampli-

fier to each of the buildings which would be able to break in on this power 

amplifier. This home line would consist of one twisted pair shielded and one 

single conductor for plate relay control. The positive and negative bus would 

be distributed as a common to all stations. 

The interbuilding cable can be divided into two groups of cables. The first 

of these groups will be the audio conductors. These will be twisted pair shi.~lded-

and jacketed and may or may not be grouped together into a large aable. The 
'- -
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second group will be the control conductor.... These will be carried in either 

a multi-conductor control cable or alternately in a telephone-type cable con-

taining twisted pair. The eoonbmic condition will dictate which of these two 
~ 

types of cable will be used for control conductors. Both groups will be pulled 

into the same underground conduit.6 
-" 

~tem 5. This is the same as Sys tem 4 except that anplifier inputs are 

non-coincident as in System 3.1 In all buildings except the Klystron Gallery 

and Control Building that are on the interconnected system the power amplifier 

feeds directly to the speakers. Due to the operational nature of the Klystron 
.~ 

Galle ry and Control Building the subsys tem$tiltHejiiftllltJ;1i'MllYta'08u581stems 

inbe,a~uihdil.i' buildings. 

Each microphone station would have a control panel.8 The emergenc.y switch 

and light may be included or omitted as desired. If the ~ency override 

feature is incorporated, the basic lockout network9 will be modified somewhat 
10 

as shown in the Typical Lockout Network Schematic. Typical Lockout Schematic 

showst:three microphone stations, but this can be expanded to include any number. 
t 

All lockout relays will be contained in control relay cabinets (CCl, CC2, etc.), 

as shown on the Typical Distribution Block Diagram.ll On this diagram the audio 

lines (lA, 2A, 3A, etc.), the busy lines, (lB, 2B, 3B, etc.), and the dc power 

leads are parallel circuits distributed to each station as aD-~i~able. The .~J 

lockout network conductors, however, are series loops through applicable con-
12 

trol relay cabinets. These are shown as lCl, lC2, 2Cl, 2C2, etc., • Circuit 

lCl includes conductors lClA, lClB, lClC, etc. On the typical schematic, the 

same conductolffl show up as ClA, ClB, CIC, etc.13 If emergenc.y override is 

b. See Figure 3. ll. See Figure 6. 
1. See Figure 3. 12. See Figure 8. 
8. See Figure 8. 13. See Figure 5. 
9. See Figure 4. 

10. See Figure 5. 
...6-
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not wanted the network reduces from the ~~l to the basic lockout network 

except for the "disable" switch. When the "disable" switch is in "disable" 

position, a red light is on to remind the attendant of this condition. 

c. AVAILABILITY OF MATERIALS 
> 

Most of the equipments to be used in the public address system can be in .. 

stalled just as received from the manufacturer. This includes such items as 

power amplifiers, microphones, speakers, line amplifiers, and speaker trans-

formers. Some system units can be shop assembled before field installation, 

i.e., microphone receptacles, microphone control station panels, and control 

relay cabinets. However, the components in these shop aarsembled units are all 

standard industrial products, readilY available at wholesale houses. 

- 7 -
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(~ 

III. areOMMENDED.MSTEM 

The recommendations are based on cons~eral;+on of system costs and the 

/ 18 I 
author's judgement of project requirem4,:~.:// 

System" with interbuilding transmission (controlled by lockout relays), 

Distribution Method H (home line concept), s,ystem disabling ~h for each 

reception center, and a minimum number of priority switches is ~nded. 

The system as proposed will satisfy both the 1st and 2nd stage project re-

quirements. 

The system disabling should be "down stream" of priority switches in the 

control circuit so that emergenc,y transmissions can override. The distri-

bution system for the public address system will share the duct system with 

the other communications s,ystems (telephone, intercommunications, and fire 

detection) • 

The total e8$lmiG.dS~oitmf6riSY~"'90'~O~~~'OO.OO.~ 
L// 

See Figures j, " 6, 1 and 8; Tables 2 and 3. 
See Table 1 and Graph 1. 

- 8 -
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NOISE FACTORS DISCUSSION 

Noise is induced in the system in four wayst 

1. Ambient audible noise at the microphone. 

2. Magnetic field coupling into transmission conductors. 

3. Electric field coupling into transmission conductors. 

4. Internally generated noise. 

ABA-18 
APPENDIX B 

As in all instrumentation and communication circuits the absolute noise 

level is of little significance of and by itself. OnlY the signal-to-noise 

ratio is of interest to the engineer and user. For that reason, a certain 

absolute noise intensity induced into a low power level conductor is far more 

troublesome than is the same intensity noise induced into a high level con-

ductor. Hence, ~ PA work the low level conductors, particularlY microphone 

leads, are ~~Ided heavily and restricted, if possible, to short turns outside 

of any magnetic or electric fields of significant intensity. The interbuilding 

transmission conductors, at approximately 104 times the power level of the 

microphone leads, must be shielded in most areas, and must bypass high inten-

sity noise fields such as will exist in the klystron galler,y and beam switch

yard. The relativelY high level conduct~ such as speaker lines, are not 

too sensitive to noise. However, if the impedance level of these lines is low, 

such as 4, 8, or 16 ohms, magnetic coupling can be serious. Hence, not onlY 

for transmission efficiency but also for noise decoupling, it is good practice 

to adjust the speaker lines to approximately 50 micromho per watt of trans

mission power. (This produces a 70.7 volt line.) For a 100 w speaker group 

this would mean a 5 millimho (200 ohm) line. 

Present planning calls for all speaker conductors to be pulled into con
~ 

duit and so the noise ce~ik can be ignored. 
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APPENDIX B 

The power amplifier input transmission line down the klystron gallery is 

a different situation and will have to be carefully treated in order to eli-

minate objectional noise, particularly noise originating in the modulators. 

Input transmission line may have to be fed from an isolation amplifier in the 

control building to prevent noise feed back into other buildings. 
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VOLUME COMPRESSOR DISCUSSION 

The volume compression circuit, or compressor, tends to hold the average 

volume of its audio output at a constant level regardless of the input level. 

In practical cases this compression action operates only for the upper portion 

of the input range. 

In order to operate, the compressor must have a greater gain than neces-

sary merely for microphone amplification so that this gain can be Itwasted" 

during compression. This imposes the lower limit on the compressor action as 

noted on the curve, Graph 2. For most voice inputs to a paging 5.Ystem this 

is almost ideal in that the microphone output is in the region of -35 dbm. 

Why use a compressor? The system is designed with a~cified power 

amplifier output and locations of the speakers to obtain the proper coverage. 

There is not much tolerance to these values. This tolerance is in the order 

of about 6 db. However, the variation in microphone outputs by various oper-

ators under extremely variable environments is enormous, perhaps as much as 

30 db. This much variation in the output of the public address system would 

be prohibitive. A compressor installed to "level" out this range solves the 

problem nicely without sacrifice of Significant fidelity. 
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KEY TO LETTF.li-SDlBOIS 

A Amber 

CC Control Rel~ Cabinet 

G Green 

KE Emergency or Priority Relay 

KM Microphone Relay 

1m Lockout Relay 

KP Plate Supply Rel~ (in PA) 

LA Line Amplifier 

MS Microphone Control Station 

PA Power Amplifier 

R Red 

SD Disable Switch 

SE Operator's Priority or Emergency Switch ;! :_7~-·::~';~_' ___ ~» 

~-. . M10rO~A. 8Vi~l\he;oPillktlmtm Bu~ ton 

ABA-18 
APPENDIX D 

SP 
/ I 

Priority Enabling Switch (key operated for management cor~ 

SS Building Selector Switch 

DB Busy Indicator Light 

un Disable Indicator Light 

DE Emergency Indicator Light 

UT "ON" (talking) Indicator Light 
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APPENDIX E 

Survl-1ARY OF RELATIVE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS -
DEGREE SYSTEM NUMBER 

SYST»! CHARACTERISTIC Module 1 2' 3 4 5 

Multiple inputs to the subsystems x x x x 

Embodies interbuilding trans-
mission x x 

Relative system cost Less expensive x x 
Medium x 

Rfrmp x.. JE 
Relative complexity Simple x x i 

Medium x 
I~l_ 'Ie ,1£ 

Relative amount of administrative High -;:::- , 
x IX 

control Medium x x 
loIr 'Ir' 

Relative usefulness High x 
Medium x x 
UolIt :z: :It 

Relative manhours required for Few x x 
attendant for interbuilding Medium . IM&1lF :It Jt 2: 

Rapidity of listener response Fast x 
Medium x 
1Sl.. x 2: :z: 

Relative listener comprehension High x x x 
lMedium x 

.7:" II.cw 1It' 

Ease of adaptation to music Good x 
distribution Fair x 

/- ~ 11( 11( 11( , .'" 
Relative percentage of message preater x 
applicabi~ity to each listener ;Medium x x 

If ... 1It' 

Relative utility in emergency High x 
conditions Medium x ~~ ... Ir.aw .][ r1 

j 

TABLE 1 
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EXAMPLE 

Appendix E 
ABA No. 18 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM ORGANI~TION CHART 

Speakers in 
Building No. 

1 

1 x 

2 

3 x 

4 
Mics Located 
in Building 1 

Accept Inputs from Microphones No. 

2 

x 

x 

x 

2 

Table 2 
TABLE :l 

3 41 

x 

x 

x x 

x x 

3 4 

42 

x 

x 

x 

x 

ABA-18 
APPENDIX E 
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PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SPEAKERS AND INPUTS 

, 
SPEAKER 

~I ... ~ !rfi~ FEflM E-4 • COVERAGE ~ E r,:S ~@) ~ :z:;o 
o:z:; i~ § l~ ~Sl~~ ~ ~ BUILDING YES NO .. al. RWlARKS 

Removable 
501 Accel Tunnel x 10 0 x x Speakers 

.~-

Sameckt 
502 .Klystron Gallery x 90 0 x x w/acce1 tun 

503 Control Building x 7 6 x x 

503 Visitor's Room x 3 0 x x 

505 Beam Switchyard x 4 2 x Factors 
Unknown 

520 Accel Shop x 16 1 x x x x 

1)21 Gen Service x 

540 Central Lab x 

541 Admin-Engrg x 36 2 x x x 
.<-

542 Cafeteria x 16 1 x x x x 

543 Auditorium x 2 x Mies on - plugs 

544 Test Lab x 24 2 x x x 

561 End Sta A x 5 2 x x x 

562 End Sta B x 4 2 x x x 
<-

580 Gate House x 1 0 Monitor 
all are~_ 

Main Substation x 

Utili ty Buildings x 

TABLE 3 
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